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PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY
MANILA

Message
It is with great enthusiasm that I extend my warm
greetings to all the participants of the Philippine
Statistics Quiz (PSQ) most especially to the
regional representatives who dedicated their passion
and intellect in the field of statistics.
This year’s PSQ, on its 25th, signifies that the
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) has always been
committed in carrying initiatives that strongly
promotes reliable and relevant statistics for all.
Thoroughly, the holding of this annual competition
would not be achieved without the firm cooperation of
the Philippine Statistical Association, lnc. (PSAI), who
also is in constant movement to uplift and advance
the profession of statistics to the hearts and minds of
all Filipinos including our young.
With the PSQ’s unbroken intention to foster statistics in all fields of learning and endeavors, we will
never cease to inspire Filipino students to win the
overall support of statistical institutions in all of their
development-planning activities. This undertaking is
just one leap forward for us to achieve national and
economic development for the country that we always
aimed. Let us continue to work together on instilling the
significance of statistics among people.
With that, I congratulate and wish everyone good luck.

CLAIRE DENNIS S. MAPA, Ph.D.
Undersecretary
National Statistician and Civil Registrar General
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PHILIPPINE STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
QUEZON CITY

Message
Since
the
creation
of
the
Philippine
Statistical Association, Inc. (PSAI) in 1951, the
Association has always put premium on inculcating the
value and importance of statistics in the hearts and
minds of the Filipino youth. As such, PSAI has forged an
important partnership with the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA) for the annual conduct of the Philippine
Statistics Quiz (PSQ), a competition open to college freshmen in government and private academic institutions.
The PSQ has become an effective tool in exposing
statistics to our youth, with the hope that they become
our future statisticians. This activity will definitely help in
bringing into the picture the youth that will help in
monitoring the implementation of the Sustainable
Development Goals. Data and statistics are needed to
monitor our achievement of the sustainable future we want
and the youth needs to be part of the work.
At this juncture, we would like to thank our
partners in the government and private institutions for
their continued support to the conduct of the 25th PSQ
as a venue for appreciating and recognizing this year’s
statistics whizzes, coaches, and academic institutions.
Salutations
to
our
17
PSQ
finalists
for
representing their respective regions! All your diligent work
and commitment are paid off as you reach the national
level. This accomplishment draws out your thrill seeker
state of mind and rouses others to think ambitiously, to
surpass what you have achieved today.
All the best and more power!
LISA GRACE S. BERSALES, Ph.D.
President
Philippine Statistical Association, Inc. 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Bert Joseph F. Prestoza
24th PSQ National
Champion

A RETROSPECT ON MY STATISTIC
WHIZZ JOURNEY

“All hard works will eventually pay off” is a realization that PSQ brought in the life of
the 24th PSQ National Final’s Champion, Bert Joseph Prestoza.

Upon recalling his experience in PSQ, Bert would always go back to the time when he
decided to take a leap and join the regional championship of PSQ. Swarm of interested
students clashed on the elimination round as they indulge on a written test. Together with his
fellow top contenders, Bert advanced to the final round of the competition and what he did not
expect was to win, and eventually represent his alma mater on the PSQ Regional Finals. At
the regional finals, he was enjoying each moment, not succumbing to pressures and stress
out over the competition, but he knew that he must do his best in order to get a chance to
bag at least a runner-up.
It was not an easy feat according to him, for he had borne the burden of representing his very
2019 PHILIPPINE STATISTICS QUIZ
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own region against 16 champions,
each coming from notable universities
and regions. Bert believed that winning
the National Finals was not a singlehanded
achievement
but
an
accumulation of a very talented coach,
solid support from family and friends,
disciplined focus, self-determination and
faith. Behind every successful person,
are great motivators and number one
supporters. Bert was lucky to have his
parents’ support on his journey to the
24th PSQ.
Like any other contestant he did not
have the slightest confidence that
he would bring home the beacon.
Fortunately, his coach Engr. Harold
Lagto, saw fit to instill a strong
mathematical and statistical foundation before the contest. Surprisingly, his
winning moment did not become the
most memorable part of his PSQ
experience, but rather the time he and
his coach had spent reviewing and
studying.
His coach had made him visit at his
office every after class where he
taught him every topic in the book. He
would answer complex mathemathical
problems. Every time he was free, he
would read the textbook or answer the questions his coach prepared for him, and try to retain
everything in his mind. He played an extremely big role in Bert’s triumph fon PSQ.
After PSQ, Bert became more confident in joining contests and it’s not surprising that he
won some competitions in both high school and college. Some notable mentions are: (1) the
2015 National Metrobank-MTAP DepEd Math Challenge Team Orals where he won 3rd place;
and (2) the 17th Regional Math Wizard during the 13th Regional Student Conference of the
IIEE Council of Student Chapters, where his team won 2nd place and later competed in the
national round.
The new mindset that Bert developed after the PSQ helped him through many challenges in
his four years in the university. He just moved to California this year, so he is currently taking
a break from school. Bert’s greatest dream is to become a successful electrical engineer. He
plans to continue studying and eventually look for opportunities that would make his career
grow in the future. He is thankful that PSQ became a stepping stone for his dreams.
2019 PHILIPPINE STATISTICS QUIZ
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Justin Philip S. Tuazon

is a
19-year old freshman student of
BS Statistics at University of the
Philippines Diliman.

Justin or Biboy as affectionately called by his
family and friends is a fun loving student who
likes to watch YouTube videos and TV series such
as Friends and Big Bang Theory on his leisure
time. Mathematics is his favorite subject because
he loves analytically probable and derivable
concepts. His thirst for knowledge has motivated
him to join the PSQ and win.

National Capital
Region (NCR)

Justin

If given a chance, he would wish to see
United States of America and maybe eat some of
their famous hamburgers. Justin’s dream is to
graduate with high honors, but for now his goal is
to read more statistical books and solve practice
problems to triumph over his competitors on the
PSQ national finals.

Sid Piolo Sta. Teresa is an 18-year old
freshman student of BS Computer Science
at University of the Philippines Baguio.

Achieving his goal through hard work brings
pride and satisfaction to a Lewis Capaldi
fanatic, Sid. His perseverance to accomplish
things pushes him to do more, get more, and
achieve more. Thus, epitomizing the mantra
“real strength comes from being the best you
can be!” which was taken from his favourite
movie, “Kung Fu Panda”.
Sid prefers the comfort of his home where
he could do everything he wants rather
than hang out with his friends after school
or during weekends. However, if he will be
given an opportunity to travel with his family,
he wants to visit Singapore.

Cordillera
ve
Administrati
)
Region (CAR

Sid
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Darrell Jhon A. Calaro

is a 19-year old
freshman student of BS Civil Engineering at
Mariano Marcos State University.

“Good life”, as described by Darrell, is
when he gets to eat, sleep, and solve
mathematical problems. Darrell does not
usually go out during his spare time because
he enjoys reviewing academic papers more,
though his favorite sport is basketball.

Region I
Ilocos Region

Darrell

Moreover, Darrell’s passion to stand up to
other contestants is immense. He would
always remember his teachers’, friends’,
and familys’ constant encouragement which
made him work harder and compete in PSQ.
This very motivation from the people around
encourages him to pursue higher education
years from now similar to his role models,
Bill Gates and Michael Malvar.

Krisha M. Natividad

is an 18-year old
freshman student of BS Electrical Engineering at
University of St. Louis Tugegarao.

Being an ardent follower of God, Krisha or
commonly referred by her family as “Shang”
prefers listening to praise and worship songs
by Hillsong and Planetshakers. As a devotee
herself, she is satisfied by accomplishing
things with righteousness and humility even
in this competition. In fact, she is enthusiastic
to win the contest since she thoroughly prepared by studying and reviewing Mathematics
subjects.
Someday, she hopes to roam around the
beautiful places in the Philippines such as
Batanes and Cagayan. But for now, her focus
is to become the 25th PSQ champion since
her teachers and family are in full support on
her PSQ journey.

Krisha

Region II
Cagayan Valley
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Timothy D. Paulino is an 18-year old

freshman student of BS Civil Engineering
at Don Honorio Ventura State University.

Tim wants to represent his university in
the National Finals of PSQ. He thinks that
the fighting spirit he bears will be at his
advantage especially since he has a great
coach to guide him all the way. Tim’s
motivation to win the competition fires up
at the thought of his parents’ proud faces
through his achievements.
He dreams of becoming a successful civil
engineer someday as he favored studying
Mathematics. Moreover, if possible he also
wishes to have a better handwriting.

Timothy

Regio
Centr n III
al luz
on

Francis Jay L. Sotto

is a 19-year
old freshman student of BS Statistics at
University of the Philippines Los Baños.

From the posters lined up in his school, his
friends, and his interest in statistics, Francis
joined the PSQ. According to him, his biggest
advantage is his personality. Francis just
enjoys the contest and avoids getting stressed
and worked up over it. That same attitude
coupled with intensive studies landed him a
regional championship.

Francis

Region IV
-A
CALABA
RZON

For the national finals, he is gearing himself up
to answer worksheets, statistics and random
facts. It’s no surprise that he took BS Statistics
for he dearly loves mathematics.
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Angelo Kristoff M. Macario

is a 21-year old
freshman student of BS Petroleum Engineering at
Palawan State University.

N
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Kristoff, who is typically quiet, has
a drive to become a successful
Petroleum Engineer someday. In fact, he sees
himself five years from now pursuing his
dreams in a foreign academe, studying
Masters Degree in Petroleum Engineering that
will help him eventually attain his ambitions.
It inspires him to study abroad for he spent his
high school days in Singapore.
With encouragements from his classmates,
Kristoff joined the PSQ to widen his “outgoing” side and make new competitor-friends as
he also challenges his statistical capacity in
this national competition. He believes that he
has a great chance of winning the contest for
thorough review sessions with his coach has
been his intent preparation for the Regional
Championship.

Angelo

Regio
n
MIMA IV-B
ROPA

Nancy S. Valle

is an 18-year old freshman
student of BS Civil Engineering at Camarines
Sur Polytechnic Colleges.

Nancy dearly referred by her family as
“Manay”, describes herself as a faithful
dreamer who strives hard to help not only
herself but other people too. She devotes
herself to win this contest for God through
deep prayers and intensive practice to
represent her school to PSQ, and just enjoy.
Meanwhile, most of her days are typically
happy as she enjoys being with her family
doing chores and school projects.

Nancy

Region V
Bicol Regio
n

Manay also gets to hang out with her friends
whenever she has free time. She favored
encouraging songs such as “Fight Song”
that she relates to her bravery in pursuing
her dreams.
2019 PHILIPPINE STATISTICS QUIZ
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Joseph C. Mag-aso, Jr.

is a 19-year
old freshman student of BS Accountancy at
Binalbagan Catholic College.

Analyzing mathematical problems and numbers
has been one of Joseph’s favorite activities. It’s
no wonder that he took BS Accountancy as soon
as he went to college. Driven by his admiration
on mathematics, he wishes to be a Certified
Public Accountant working in an accoounting
firm in the future.
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Joseph

If he would be someone else for a day, President
Duterte is his personal choice so he could have
a glimpse of how hard it is to lead and make
decisions for the country. He loves to watch
Alexander Zverev, his favorite tennis player, and
listen to Shawn Mendes’ music. Joseph’s coach
motivated him to join the PSQ, and in turn he
intends to bring home the national
championship for Region VI.

Jethro S. Modequillo

is an 18-year old
freshman student of BS Computer Science
at University of the Philippines Cebu.

Jethro would describe himself as “quirky”
who wishes to have better socializing skills
because he really loves to talk about his and
other people’s passion. He is pretty psyched
getting into the PSQ nationals as his
Statistics teacher enjoined him to
compete despite his doubt to triumph over
the contest.
Jethro sees himself contented and fulfilled
five years from now. If he could be someone
else for a day, he plans to pursue the field
of content-creation, despite the fact that he
plans to be a Genetic Engineer someday.

Region VII
yas
Central Visa

Jethro
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Ben

Julian

M.

Merales

is an
18-year old freshman student of BS Computer
Science at University of the Philippines Visayas,
Tacloban Colleges.

Ben Julian or Benjie is your typical teenager who
loves hanging out with friends, playing games,
while excelling in his studies. Most especially
in his favorite subject- Mathematics. While he
learned about PSQ through his Math Teacher, his
parents solidified his drive to join and emerge
victorious in the regional championship.

Region VIII
yas
Eastern Visa

Ben

Benjie believes that PSQ can potentially help
him and his reputation in the future. Five years
from now, he sees himself in the renowned
company Google working as an Intern. But in
the present, his goal is to be a President’s lister.
Benjie is determined to make it all come true and
PSQ is his stepping stone.

Deatris Elyn I. Te

is a 19-year old freshman
student of BS Electronics and Communications
Engineering at Ateneo de Zamboanga University.

Deatris pictures herself as a small
but talented and sporty girl who loves
Mathematics. When asked about her edge
in the competition she said that her will and
determination to win, coupled with the support
she’s receiving from friends, family and mentors are her advantages.
During her free time at school, she usually
hangs out with friends and classmates, but on
weekends at home she watches drama, does
chores and reviews. She wishes to become more
confident when socializing with other people
but if given a chance to be someone else for a
day , she wouldn’t want to be anyone else for
she is contented with the appreciation of her
family and friends. Deatris is determined to be
a successful licensed engineer someday and
then work in a great company.
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Deatris
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Francis Ann Emmanuel G. Arcammo

is
an 18-year-old freshman student of BS Statistics
at Mindanao State University- Iligan Institute of
Technology.

Francis considers himself dedicated, smart
and analytical who loves to solve mathematical
problems. He is a big fan of Albert Einstein but
his mother who is a fighter and a breadwinner is
his number one role model.
Francis spends most of his leisure time
studying statistics and solving mathematical
problems because he wants to be a Statistician
or Data Scientist someday. If he could be in two
places at once he would choose to be in Finland to
experience a stress-free educational system,
and in Canada to experience a culture that
doesn’t tolerate negativity and discrimination.

Francis Ann

F

June Richard D. Chagas

is a 19-yearold freshman student of BS Agricultural and
Biosystem Engineering at University of
South-Eastern Philippines Tagum- Mabini
Campus.
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Easily discouraged, Junrick did not
expect he would reach this part of the
competition. He only believes that God
brought him in the contest and he is ready
for the challenges that he may face.

June

Region X
I
Davao Re
gion

Junrick considers himself as an
ordinary teenage student who
usually plays basketball and chess with
his friends. Nevertheless, he thinks it
is unique for him to prepare fervidly for
the competition. He wants to give all
his best to all his endeavors, for Junrick
empathizes with the struggles of her
mother who works hard for his education.
2019 PHILIPPINE STATISTICS QUIZ
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Jethro Batislaong

is a 19-year old freshman student of BS Electronics and Communications Engineering at Mindanao State University.

Jethro is a typical teenager who usually
spends his leisure time playing mobile games
or listening to classic music, especially solo
violin pieces.
Physics is everything to Jethro, which is why
it became his favorite subject. Contrary, he
finds English as a bitter pill to swallow. He
loves to hang out with friends at Shawarma
places. Elon Musk has been a role model to
him ever since for his innovativeness and his
achievements. He also aspires to become a
man of science and eventually win a Nobel
Prize.

Jethro

Grezel

Regio
SOCC n XII
KSA
R-

Vemb

O.

Repoylo

is
an 18-year old freshman student of
BS Physics at Caraga State University.

A former classmate has encouraged Grezel
to join this year’s PSQ screening at their university. She brought home the beacon for
their regional finals, and now for the national
finals, she is determined to win.
PSQ is one of the steps Grezel took for her
dreams of becoming a National Statistician
in the future. First she intends to graduate
BS Physics with flying colors and then chase
her dreams after.

Grezel

Region XIII
She admires her father for his versatility and
CARAGA

good natured qualities. Grezel is fascinated
with how probability is calculated. Meanwhile, entertainment shows, pop music, and
softballs are some of her favorites.
2019 PHILIPPINE STATISTICS QUIZ
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Bai Zam Zam C. Datumanong

is an 18-year old freshman student of
BS Agricultural and Biosystem Engineering at University of South-Eastern
Philippines Tagum- Mabini Campus.

Bai Zam joined PSQ on her own volition to
test her statistical and mathematical abilities
further.

Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region of Muslim Mindanao
(BARMM)

Bai Zam Zam

She describes herself as a genius due to
the fact that she spends most of her time
studying complex mathematical problems.
Mathematics is her favorite subject because
she believes that everything in this world is
composed of it. Since she is adept in speaking
the Filipino language, Bai Zam’s least favorite
subject is Filipino.
For her PSQ journey, she is determined to bring
home the championship not just for herself but
for her family, friends, her school, and bring
honor for the whole Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region of Muslim Mindanao.

BOARD OF JUDGES

Asec. Rosalinda P. Bautista
Deputy National Statistician, SSO

Carmelita N. Ericta
Former Administrator, NSO

Romulo A. Virola

Former Secretary General, NSCB
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25th PSQ OFFICIAL COACHES

Jonas Paul Dela Cruz _Region I_

Kristina Norma Corador _NCR_

Jeni Rose B. Matias _Region II_

Rizavel Adawel _CAR_

Dynah D. Soriano _Region III_

Blessy Ann Ayco _MIMAROPA_
John Lorenzo Yambot _CALABARZON_

Eugene Barbonio _Region V

Carlo Segunla Ebeto _Region VI_
Dave Palen_Region VIII_
Ma. Salvacion Pantino _Region VII_

Mariano Rochelleo Esisos _X_

Mariano Rochelleo Esisos _IX_

Jay Buscano _XII_
Ronie Lusanes _XI_

Jamil Silongan_BARMM_
Jamil Silongan_BARMM_

Breix Michael Agua _CARAGA_
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28 November 2019
Sequoia Hotel, Quezon City
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The PSQ Steering Committee extends its
sincerest gratitude to all the people who have
helped ensure the success of the

To our dear patrons and supporters,
our heartfelt thanks!
A joint undertaking
of the PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY
and the PHILIPPINE STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
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Hon. Evelina G. Escudero, Ph.D.
1st District of Sorsogon
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25th Philippine Statistics Quiz
National Finals
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Everything you need to know about

Philippine Statistics Quiz

The PSQ was Launched in 1992 by the former National Statistics
Office (now part of the PSA pursuant to RA 10625) and the PSAI.
The quiz is the brainchild of then NSO Administrator Tomas P. Africa.
Since its inception until its 22nd year, the annual competition was a
fruitful partnership between the NSO and the PSAI.
The objectives of the PSQ are as follows:
1. To assess the competency and skills of students in statistics as
acquired from the secondary education curriculum;
2. To promote, enhance, and instill awareness and appreciation of
the importance and value of science, statistics in particular, among
the students, and;

The
Philippine
Statistics Quiz (PSQ) is an annual
competition
designed
for
college freshmen enrolled in
any private or public college or
university in the Philippines.
The
Philippine
Statistics
Authority (PSA), the central
authority of the government
on primary data collection,
and the Philippine Statistical
Association, Inc (PSAI), a
nonstock
organization
of
professional statisticians from
government and nongovernment
agencies and the academe, are
the organizers of this event.

3. To generate public awareness on the important uses of statistics
in all development-planning activities and win overall support for all
government statistical activities.
The contest is open to Filipino first-time college freshmen currently
enrolled in the second semester of the current school year in any
recognized tertiary academic institution in the country. First-time
college freshmen are those who have enrolled for not more than two
semesters (or its equivalent term) in college.
Regional championships are held simultaneously nationwide during
the month of November spearhead by the PSQ Regional Steering
Committee through the PSA Regional Offices. The PSQ National
Finals is held on the last week of November in Metro Manila.
There will be 17 regional champions who will vie for the 2019 PSQ
National Finals titles. At stake for the top five placers are cash
awards, trophies, plaques, and several gift items from various
sponsors and donors. In addition, regional champions and their
respective coaches from outside Metro Manila are provided with
roundtrip fares, modest accommodation, and allowances for the
duration of the National Finals in Metro Manila.
The 25th PSQ organizers advocate this undertaking with the
backing from all its partners from both the government and the
private sector, who consider statistics as an important part of our
economy and society and even our day-to-day lives.
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